ITER: Japan to assign 20 percent of construction work to
EU firms; Proposal for EU official to assume chief executive
position
MAINICHI (Top Play) (Lead para.) December 7, 2004
Japan and the European Union (EU) are currently engaging in heated negotiations to host
the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER). Japan yesterday revealed
the details of a proposal to host the project. Tokyo has proposed that if a decision were
made to construct the facility in Japan, it would shoulder 50 percent of construction costs.
In addition, it would assign 20 percent of related construction work to EU companies.
Japan has also proposed to bear 50 percent of costs to build other related facilities within
the EU. Japan submitted the original plan in early September. In November, the EU
presented a counterproposal based on the Japanese plan. Negotiations between the two
parties have long been stagnant. It now appears difficult to hold a Cabinet meeting before
the year's end in line with the earlier timeframe of participating nations.
http://www.mainichimsn.co.jp/search/html/news/2004/12/07/20041207ddm001030111000c.html

Computer Translation of full Japanese article follows
ITER attraction: 2 tenths of construction, in EU office work Bureau
Chief job
The substantial concession plan clarification of Japan Japan and the
European Union (EU) repeats attraction battle, the "international
thermonuclear fusion experimental reactor" (ITER) in construction
negotiation, whole aspect of the attraction condition which the Japanese
side proposes was ascertained on the 6th. When the construction in Japan
actualizes, Japan bears 5 tenths of construction budget, but as for the
construction works which hit to the 1/5 besides the fact that it orders to
the enterprise inside the EU limits, Japan bears half price even with
construction inside the EU limits of the accessory structures, the contents
which are considered rather on EU side e.g., also office work Bureau Chief
transfers. Japan presented this plan to September first third, EU showed
the counterproposal which designates this as the underlay in November.
As for negotiation like this arrival state continuously the time, opening of
Cabinet minister class meeting within the year when participation each
country has made goal is the difficult prospect. The experimental device
in order ITER generates electricity, reproducing the fusion reaction which

occurs with the sun at the ground, to make energy source of the next
generation. According to the group of government-related people, the
construction budget of ITER (570000000000 Yen) inner host country has
been decided 5 tenths, non host country contributing 1 tenth. If in
proposition, Japan becomes host country, the expenditure ratio of EU (1
tenth) construction of the entire 2 tenths which are exceeded, is ordered
according to the desire of EU. In addition, _ office work Bureau Chief
where the staff EU can select entire 2 tenths and so on makes the _
headquarters functional part which EU side puts out EU side, - - you
proposed. Furthermore budget (92000000000 Yen) Japan, EU dividing
into halves concerning the research of portion of the attachment
regarding the material and simulation etc. of the fusion reactor, to
construct the facility on EU side. Other than day and EU, 4 countries of
the United States, China, Korea and Russia participate in ITER plan, the
China and Russia EU (French ______), American Korea Japan (Aomori
prefecture six place villages) with has supported construction. Like this
while arrival state continues, Japan "it was not simply to dispute the
attraction of the furnace, the conclusion which can agree upon both
parties the side which is not made the side which attracts construction
presented necessity" and new attraction condition. We have assumed that
it receives this, EU side November, in Japan the research facility system of
attachment it shows the plan such that the installation _ Japanese
researcher is invited to large number EU, "when it is not recognized,
being individual, it constructs inside EU". The contents where as for the
Japanese side, as for EU plan adaptability of non host country is not
effective vis-a-vis the Japanese plan which proposes the broad-minded
incentive which respects the desire of non host country concerning EU
plan ", is limited. Directing to agreement actualization, those where it is
superior naturally are the Japanese plan ", you say.
< Naoki Hukuhara, Etsuko Nagayama > Everyday the newspaper 2004
December 7th Tokyo morning edition

Original text in Japanese follows
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